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Introduction
From top to bottom this list of lovely ladies has the kind of Boobs And Bottoms your cock craves. Every
girl in the collection brings her own soft tits and squeezable backside to the studio so that you can take
her twat for a test drive! It's HD porn and it's all exclusive content as well!

Adult Review
It's a beautiful thing when fans of both tits and ass can cum together and enjoy an awesome porn site that offers the best of
both worlds.  Boobs and Bottoms is a paradise for guys who love sexy womanly bodies with cushion for the pushin' in all the
right places.  
  
  You'll find 44 exclusive scenes that feature dazzling High Definition videos in 1440 x 1080 resolution!  This format looks so
amazingly real that you'll think you're the lucky stud who's fucking that curvy ass slut right up her big phat butt!  Plenty of
smaller formats are also available if your system can't handle the full HD feed, including several popular mobile formats in
case you need a big tit fix while on the go.  
  
  All of the Boobs and Bottoms porn videos can be both downloaded and streamed in short 1 minute clips or as full length
hardcore scenes.  You'll be able to watch what you've downloaded for as long as you'd like, since nothing is protected with
DRM. Updates were coming in weekly for a long time, but have stopped as of a few months ago.  Let's hope that more are
coming real soon, so you can also keep cumming.
  
  With full HD video, the picture galleries at Boobs and Bottoms aren't  what you'd expect.  These sluts are super hot and are
professionally photographed in sexy solo poses as well as hardcore action.  But the pics are only able to be viewed in 750 x
500 resolution, which makes it hard to fully appreciate the luscious tits and asses that are being presented.  And zip files of
the full sets would be nice to have, since the full galleries contain hundreds of individual pics of your favorite porn slut.
  
  You get the same full access at a special price and you also get complete access to the full list of Included Sites that are also
listed to the right side of this review.  This is a deal you simply can't beat!

Porn Summary
You gotta love babes that are stacked up front and pack some major big butt.  You'll stare at the Boobs And Bottoms babes
when they're going and most definitely when they're cumming!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Great site but no longer updating...'
Quality: 87  Updates: 50 Exclusive: 87 Interface: 85
Support: 86 Unique: 82    Taste: 85        Final: 78

Porn Sites Included
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.97 Preview: 3 Days for $1.00 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Never Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 25,000 Videos: 44
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